that an automatic procedure cannot resolve every possible utterance of the language, and it is one among several problems for programmers of such procedures whether to leave some sequences unresolved or to present them for inspection to a person acting on the basis of some linguistic knowledge (theoretical and/or practical).
It Is also a question of theoretical interest to what extent a given automatic procedure will function and how much it will be improved by the addition of one or another set of rules.
The purpose of this paper is not to study existing programs from this viewpoint, but rather to build up a program from nothing, investigating step by step the economy of various additions to it.
In addition to the word Inspection for which a definition has been attempted above, the title of the paper contains another key-word, Computation, which is taken to mean any mamipulation of symbols by a fixed set of rules. In this context the symbols are linguistic entities such as phonemes, letters, morphemes, words or sentence clauses, as well as formal symbols, e.g. numerals, used by definition to represent these entities and relationships between them.
Computation may be performed either by means of an electronic computer, a datamat, or by clerical assistance. Conjunctions.
Adverbs which are characterized~by their position in relation to the finite verb.
Particles which form a complete sentence (yes).
(Note: 0oncrete examples are supplanted by their English counterparts whenever possible, which it often is, due to the structural similarity between Danish and English. Three important differences may be noted: The definite article is a separate word if an adjective is present, else it is appended to the noun as a flection. The present tense of a verb is always different from the infiniti~and has no personal flexion.
The past participle is different from the past tense.)
Homonyms may occur in the list with one meaning in one of the above classes and another meaning in a class of words of concrete denotation. Example:"s~" (at about the 20th place by frequency order) may be an adverb ~ranslated as "so" or "then" or the verb form "saw". The ~r~les by which such words are treated must contain a w~rning; it may be reasonable to include word class information for the second meaning. The inspected sentences may reveal other less frequent words which ought to be assigned to the above-mentioned structured word classes. Or they may point to the necessity of assigning word classes to some words of concrete denotation (particularly homonyms), or to accept or reject computed analyses of words i~to root morpheme and flexion morpheme. Or s~pposed sentence separators may be revealed to be abbreviation points and re-coded accordingly (this may le@d to general computational rules such as re-coding all instances of "Mr.").
After this, the whole text is again computed, and examples of incompletely analyzed sentences "on a higher level" are presented for inspection, etc. (If a "hard core" remains, this may contribute to the list of instances of unresolvable ambi@uity for future treatises of structural linguistics.) The important point is that every inspection phase is strictly limited; else computation would be of no help.
